Valeo Ireland
Graduate Programme

It Takes Human Intelligence To Create Smart Mobility
Valeo is a world-leading global automotive supplier. Valeo Ireland is part of the Comfort and Driving Assistance Business Group, the worldwide market leader in parking and driving assistance, partnering with automakers worldwide.

Your Valeo Ireland Graduate Programme

R&D Headquarters
Tuam, Co. Galway

24 Month Programme

Real Time Projects

Rotational Training

Dynamic Worldwide Team

Travel to Global R&D Sites
e.g. Prague, Paris, California, Shenzhen and others.

Apply Here
Rewards & Benefits Package

- Competitive Salary
- Personalised Career Development
- Welcome Pack
- Health & Wellbeing
- 23 Annual Leave Days
- Healthcare & Pension
- Sports & Social
- Flexible Working

Graduate Open Roles

- Artificial Intelligence
- Cybersecurity
- Mechanical Engineering
- Hardware Engineering
- Computer Vision
- Software Engineering
- System Engineering
- Environmental Validation
- Hardware Engineering
- Software & System Validation
- Quality Engineering
- Test Engineering
- Process Engineering
- Information Technology
- Purchasing
- Logistics
- Finance

Apply Here
Your Valeo Roadmap

Commencement Module 1
Graduates commence working in primary discipline

Discipline Transfer Module 2
Graduates transfer to a new discipline

Discipline Transfer Module 3
Graduates transfer to a new discipline

Primary Discipline Re-focus Module 4
Graduates return to primary discipline

Graduate Programme Concludes

Apply Here